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differently from us, no  general principle, o r  appeal to  evidence, 
can force us t o  decide that the difference lies in ou r  beliefs rather 
than in our  concepts. 

We must conclude, I think, that the attempt to  give a solid 
meaning to  the idea of conceptual relativism, and hence t o  the 
idea of a conceptual scheme, fares no better when based on  par- 
tial failure of translation than when based on  total failure. Given 
the underlying methodology of interpretation, we could not be in 
a position to  judge that others had concepts o r  beliefs radically 
different from our  own. 

It would be wrong t o  summarize by saying we have shown how 
communication is possible between people who have different 
schemes. a way that works without need of what there cannot be, 
namely a neutral ground, or  a common coordinate system. For  
we have found no intelligible basis on which it can be said that 
schemes are different. It would be equally wrong to  announce the 
glorious news that all mankind - all speakers of language, a t  
least - share a common scheme and ontology. For  if we cannot 
intelligibly say that schemes are different, neithercan we intelligi- 
bly say that they are one. 

In giving up dependence on the concept of a n  uninterpreted 
reality. something outside all schemes and science, we d o  not 
relinquish the notion of objective truth - quite the contrary. 
Given the dogma of a dualism of scheme and reality, we get con- 
ceptual relativity. and truth relative to  a scheme. Without the 
dogma. this kind of relativity goes by the board. Of course truth 
ol'sentences remains relative to  language, but that is as objective 
:IS can be. In giving up the dualism of scheme and world, we d o  
not give up the world, but reestablish unmediated touch with the 
l':~miliar objects whose antics make our  sentences and opinions 
true or  false. 

Donald Davidson 

The Rockefeller University 
and Princeton University 




